You are receiving this email because you previously signed up for news and updates from me, Judy
A. Mikovits PhD, either on my Plaguethebook.com or Therealdrjudy.com website.

Hello everyone,
Because of the extensive multi-city tour that I am on for the next few months, which is vital
to our medical freedom in this country, it is diﬃcult to timely answer the multitude of emails
asking for my help. I strongly suggest that you talk to a practitioner in your area for a
diagnosis and/or treatment. You may also contact these highly recommend organizations
for their help: FreedomMed, America’s Frontline Doctors, Take Care
Telemedicine, and FLCCC Alliance with Dr Pierre Kory.
You have probably heard by now about Dr.
Bryan Ardis' interview with Stew Peters
from April 11th 2022. Since Dr. Bryan Ardis
is not a biochemist or microbiologist, he
might have presented his ﬁndings in an
unfavorable way, but he is not wrong. I got
on the air with Pete Santilli, while I was on
the road, addressing the controversy. Quote
from the interview below:

Watch my full interview here

"You simply have to appreciate biology. So what Brian Ardis said is correct. It is not a
'coronavirus' but it is a respiratory virus, because it was created as a bio weapon to
spread through the air.
Because retroviruses spread through blood and body ﬂuids. Do you know HIV? Oh,
you can't get it any other way. XMRV was through blood and body ﬂuids as well. So
they had to spread a contagion. They had to create a virus which would infect all the
people carrying their bio weapons they created.
What people don’t understand, there isn’t a single vaccine on the current schedule
that meets the deﬁnition of a vaccine. They are all synthetic manufactured viruses.
They are created in the lab using molecular biology: putting an infectious molecular
clone Into manufacturing plants."
-Dr Judy Mikovits
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CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY TOUR USA

Pre-order Dr. Judy’s autographed books and pick up on location at
the Crimes Against Humanity Tour Bookstore
Pre-order Autographed Books

I am ﬁnishing up the Save a Generation
Tour today in Sarasota, FL, before I head
back to Irvine, California to continue the
Crimes against Humanity Tour with my
colleagues Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, Patrick
Wood and Dr. Fleming. Check the locations
nearest to you and come see me there! We
still have a few tickets available.

I had a great time meeting a lot of you on
location in Florida and had the pleasure of
speaking with many of you personally. You
are my reason I am doing this. I wanted to
be able to bring solutions to the people who
so desperately need it. As victims of the
plague of corruption, it is time for all of us
to simply say no, never again take another
shot and heal through food. I will provide my
slides from Save a Generation Tour on my
website for you to ﬁnd all of the information
you need and to have tried-and-true
solutions on hand.
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Top Products to Stock Up On

ProLean Greens

Cardio Miracle

Immune
Formulation 200

Paximune

I receive thousands of requests from suﬀering individuals on how to mitigate the
damage from the forced poisonous bioweapon jabs. We’re now oﬀering six newly
bundled recovery protocols and immune support solutions available to counteract
the damage that has been done against so many. May these bundles be a blessing to
you and provide the answers and solutions you have been waiting for.

One Time Only 10% Discount on All Products!
Use Code "First10" at Checkout
Shop Bundles
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As many of you know, there are several web and social media sites using my name and
image to sell my books and purporting my endorsement of supplements. They are proﬁting
oﬀ the decades of hard work that I have and continue to spend performing scientiﬁc
research. I do NOT support most of the information shared using my name. These sites are
fake!
Please follow these instructions to help me eliminate these unoﬃcial endorsements and
fake use of my God given purpose as a scientist and educator.
Thank you all so very much for your support!
Bookmark my OFFICIAL websites to get the REAL truth:
The Real Dr. Judy
Plague The Book
I hope to see you soon at one of my many speaking engagements.
All the best of health,
Judy A. Mikovits, PhD
CEO, Dr. J Solution

NO MORE SHOTS, EVER! THIS IS WHY!
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Video of the Week
What Do Your Disaster Plans Looks Like?
Presented to you by
Steve Slepcevic
Inﬂation, food shortages,
ﬁnancial collapse, cyber
attacks, power
infrastructure grid failures,
and chip shortages are on
the rise in America, but
that’s not the only place.
Other countries are already
experiencing some
terrifying consequences
from high prices around the
world.

That – coupled with the war – and the potential for an EMP Strike, means we could be
facing not only food shortages, but shortages in fuel, fertilizer, aluminum, medicine and
other critical life sustaining commodities as well.
I personally made this video with educational information and resources to build your
emergency plan so you and your family can be better prepared when disaster strikes,
whether you’re at home, school, work or anywhere else in the world.
-In Service, Steve Slepcevic

Dr Judy's Upcoming
Public Appearances
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Dr Judy's Books and
Recommended Products

Shop Plague Books

Shop HMB - 15% oﬀ with code DRJ15
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Shop Cardio Miracle now. 15% oﬀ + free shipping!

Shop Cytogen - 15% oﬀ with code DRJ15
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Our mission is to educate consumers about pure, safe, alternative personal care choices
that empower people to live the healthiest lifestyle possible.

Shop Pure Haven - Price Reductions!
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PLEASE NOTE: I am not a Medical Doctor. I do not diagnose or treat disease. I
earned my PhD in Biochemistry and Molecular Chemistry. My expertise is drug
development. This content is for educational purposes only.
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